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Robert Menasse’s Novel “The Capital”: The National Factor in the EU
Paul Michael Lützeler
Washington University in St. Louis
Paul Michael Lützeler is the Rosa May Distinguished University Professor in the Humanities at
Washington University in St. Louis. He has three main areas of research:the literary discourse on
Europe, German Exile literature (1933-1945), and contemporary German literature. He has written
several monographs and edited a number of books in each of these areas. He is also active in a number
of professional organizations, both on the national as well as the international level.
Abstract
Robert Menasse, one of the most prominent contemporary Austrian Writers. He is of Jewish descent.
His latest book is a novel out the Commission of the European Union (the first of its kind). The title is
"The Capital" and refers to Brussels. The novel gives an excellent impression of the relationship
between the national interests in an association that should primarily be working on
transnational/continental results. This is not done in any abstract way but by creating figures from
politics, diplomacy and scholarship that work in the EU in one function or another. Humor, irony,
tragedy are mixed in the biographies of the protagonists, and the book gets as close to the problems the
EU is confronted with as possible. One of the major discussions in the book is about the legacy of
Auschwitz in Europe, and the idea of one of the figures in the book is to create a new capital of Europe
in Auschwitz.

Meeting the Challenge of Compartmentalisation: David Mitchell’s
Transmodern History of the World
Susana Onega
University of Zaragoza
Susana Onega is Professor of English Literature at the Dept. of English
and German Philology of Zaragoza University. She is a member of the
Academia Europaea (AE) since 2008 and of the Section Committee of
Literary and Theatrical Studies of AE since 2015. She is also a member of
the European Science Foundation College of Expert Reviewers, since
2016. She is the former Research Manager for the Philologies and
Philosophy of the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology, the former
President of the Spanish Association for Anglo-American Studies
(AEDEAN), and the former Spanish Board member of the European
Society for the Study of English (ESSE). She was granted the title of
Honorary Research Fellow at Birkbeck College (Univ. of London) in
1996. She is the head of an excellence research team of 19 members
entitled “Contemporary Narrative in English”. Susana Onega has written
numerous book chapters and articles (in Anglia, Anglistik, Connotations, Journal of Literary Theory,
Symbolism, European Journal of English Studies, Recherches anglaises et nord-américaines, The
European Review, Twentieth-century Literature, Études britanniques contemporaines, The European
Legacy, Orbis Literarum, CounterText,), on the work of contemporary writers (including Peter
Ackroyd, Julian Barnes, A. S. Byatt, J. M. Coetzee, William Faulkner, John Fowles, Anne Michaels,
David Mitchell, Toni Morrison, Bharati Mukherjee, Charles Palliser, W. G. Sebald, Graham Swift,
Sarah Waters, and Jeanette Winterson). She has written the monographic section on “Structuralism
and Narrative Poetics”, in Literary Theory and Criticism: An Oxford Guide (2006: 259-279), and is
the author of five monographs, including Form and Meaning in the Novels of John Fowles (UMI
Research Press, 1989. Winner of the Enrique García Díez Research Award, 1990), Metafiction and
Myth in the Novels of Peter Ackroyd (Candem House, 1999), and Jeanette Winterson (Manchester
UP, 2006. Shortlisted for the ESSE Book Award, 2008). She has edited “Telling Histories”:
Narrativizing History / Historicizing Literature (Rodopi, 1995, 2006), edited and translated into
Spanish John Fowles’ The Collector (Cátedra, 1999), and has co-edited eleven volumes, including
Narratology: An Introduction (Longman, 1996; “Introduction” translated into Turkish, 2002);
Refracting the Canon in Contemporary Literature and Film (Rodopi, 2004), The Ethical Component in
Experimental British Fiction since the 1960s (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2007), Ethics and
Trauma in Contemporary Narrative in English (Rodopi, 2011), Trauma and Romance in
Contemporary British Fiction (Routledge 2013); Contemporary Trauma Narratives: Liminality and
The Ethics of Form (Routledge 2014), Victimhood and Vulnerability in 21st-Century Fiction
(Routledge 2017), The Wounded Hero in Contemporary Fiction: A Paradoxical Quest (Routledge
2018), and Traumatic Memory and the Ethical, Political and Transhistorical Functions of Literature
(Palgrave 2018).
Abstract
Starting from the premise that the evolution of literature takes place through a dialectics of rejection
and absorption of earlier forms according to the requirements of the successive paradigms or
constellations of beliefs, values and techniques shared by the community within which it grows, the
paper goes on to argue that, rather than evincing a sheer bent for perverse experimentalism, as several
critics have contended, the modal and generic hybridity, stylistic polyphony, palimpsestic structure
and transindividual configuration of the characters in David Mitchell’s early novels, particularly in
Cloud Atlas (2004), form part of a fully innovative aesthetic response to the new demands for
representation of our complex post-Imperialist world arising out of the shift of cultural paradigm from
postmodernity to transmodernity that, according to a growing number of sociologists, philosophers of

history and literary critics (Aliaga-Lavrijsen and Yebra-Pertusa; Ateljevic; Dussel; Ghisi; Le Roy;
Onega, del Río and Escudero-Alías; Rodríguez Magda), has been taking place in the Western world
since the 1980s.

From Imperial Cracks to Post-Imperial Stress Syndromes
Svend Erik Larsen
Aarhus University
Svend Erik Larsen, dr.phil., Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature,
Aarhus U; Yangtze River Professor, Sichuan U; Honorary Professor, UCL.
Vice-President of the Board of Trustees of the Academia Europaea (2015--),
Class Chair of Humanities, Academia Europaea (2014---). Co-editor of Orbis
Litterarum. Board member of EuroScience (2018---). Publications on literary
and cultural history, history of ideas, semiotics, memory studies, world
literature. Among the books Signs in Use (Routledge 2002, with J.D.
Johansen), I byen med Balzac (20029 and Literature and the Experience of
Globalization (Bloomsbury 2017). Among the volumes: Balzac (2000),
Romanticism and Memory (2014), Literary Studies Across Cultures. 400+
articles in national and international journals and volumes. Current collective
project: Landscapes of Realism, current book project: Forgiveness as a
cultural and literary challenge.
Abstract
Europe is rich in post-imperial situations, within written history at least since Athens. In the 20th
century, the post-imperial conditions have a global outreach, because the dwindling empires of this
century were born during the European colonial expansion after Columbus. Of course, empires have
emerged and faded away on other continents: Latin-America and, notably, Asia where the Chinese
empire has been the only one, at least to the best of my knowledge, which has disappeared and
reemerged at different historical junctures. It was a regional empire, not global as the expansionist
European empires, and in contrast to the European and Western empires, this coming and going is part
of the understanding of an empire, as it is expressed in the canonical Ming dynasty novel The
Romance of the Three Kingdoms. The European, and Western, notion of progress and human power to
shape history at will make the disappearance of an empire a fall, due to human errors, not a regular
detour towards reemergence. European empires on their way down produce what I will call a postimperial stress syndrome, very much like a PTSD, producing certain defensive ideological
configuration of parochialism, xenophia and nostalgic illusions. The fall or fading away of an empire
is not just an event with a precise date, but a process which, inevitably, shows cracks before it actually
happens. They are only caught by imagination. My paper will concentrate on two such imaginative
post-imperial prefigurations before the fact is generally realized, concerning the dissolution of the
British empire which it is still in the last moments of fading away, as Brexit exemplifies. One such
prefiguration is seen through the eyes of the colonizers, J.M. Foster’s A Passage to India (1927), the
other is seen through the eyes of the colonized, Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart (1957).

Post-imperial Europe and Transborder Communities
Vladimir Biti
Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Vladimir Biti is Distinguished Chair Professor, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University. Author of nine books, Literatur- und Kulturtheorie: Ein
Handbuch gegenwärtiger Begriffe, Reinbek: Rowohlt, 2001, Tracing
Global Democracy: Literature, Theory, and the Politics of Trauma, Berlin
and Boston: De Gruyter, 2016, and Attached to Dispossession: Sacrificial
Narratives in Post-imperial Europe, Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2018, among
others. Editor of the volumes Reexamining the National-Philological
Legacy: Quest for a New Paradigm?, Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi,
2014 and Claiming the Dispossession: The Politics of Hi/storytelling in
Post-imperial Europe, Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2017, among others. Coeditor of arcadia: Journal of Literary Culture and member of the editorial
board of several international journals. Since 2016, he is the Chairperson
of Academia Europaea’s Literary and Theatrical Section.
http://slawistik.univie.ac.at/mitarbeiter/biti-vladimir/
Abstract
In the post-imperial East Central Europe after the dissolution of the German, Austro-Hungarian,
Ottoman, and Russian empires, disappointment was commonplace. The imperial successor states were
involved in revengeful animosities with neighbouring states, torn by their majority population’s hatred
of domestic minorities, bereft of tens of millions of their co-nationals who had remained in now
foreign nation-states, exposed to huge influxes of refugees, and embittered by the territorial
concessions that they were forced to make. By contrast, the newly established nation-states were
plagued by miserable social and economic conditions, poor infrastructures, unemployment, inflation,
rigid and immobile social stratification, and corrupt and inefficient administrations. Such
developments gave rise to huge and hitherto unimaginable deportations and migrations of populations,
which, paradoxically, simultaneously immensely increased the mobility of their imagination. In the
completely reshaped geopolitical space that now loomed large on the horizon, even the meanest and
most hopeless of lives became open to the play of the imagination. This is how the transborder
alliances of post-imperial victims who were banished into the “zones of indistinction” came into
being. Carried by the energy of their longing, their interlocking introduced imbalances, fissures, and
divisions into the nation-state communities, which determined their belonging.

Belgrade in between the wars: imperial shadows on the screen
Nevena Dakovic
FDA/UoA, Belgrade
Dr. Nevena Daković is professor of Film and Media Studies (Dept. of Theory
and History, FDA, UA, Belgrade) and Chair of Interdisciplinary PhD Art and
Media Studies. She is the author (Film Studies: Essays in Film Texts of
Memory, 2014; Balkan as (film) Genre: nation, text, representation, 2008) and
editor of many books. She publishes widely in the national and international
framework and presents at the conferences; participates in international research
projects and is visiting professor at European and American universities. She is
the member of Academia Europeaea. Main research themes: nation and
representation, cultural memory, audio visual heritage, Balkans.
http://www.fdu.edu.rs/osoba/dr-nevena-dakovic/346

Abstract
The paper deals with the representation of Belgrade in between the wars (1918-1941) in the TV series
Shadows over the Balkans/Senke NAD Balkanom (2017, Dragan Bjelogrlic), within the wider context
of the TV adaptations of novels set in the same chronotope. The various images (and literary motives)
of the prosperous capital of the new Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes and later Kingdom of
Yugoslavia, dispersed across all thematic layers, fit in the discursive practice of multiculturalism,
urbanity and modernity set on the border of the vanished empires, Austro Hungarian and Ottoman.
The story of the Shadows over the Balkans – historical thriller with noir and fantasy overtones –
offers specific portrayal of the modern city clearly juxtaposed with its imperial legacy and past.
Accordingly, the Balkan myth is redesigned into the en vogue story of secret societies Tule and their
polyvalent symbol Black Sun (also the alternative title of the series). The mysticism of the plot
compiles Spear of destiny (Longin`s Spear), dictatorship, various conspiracies, political or secret
organisations (NKVD, Black Hand, communist, VMRO). What lurks behind is the cleverly and
discreetly reworked and acculturated series Babylon Berlin (2017/2018, Tom Tykver) or, more
precisely, Volker Kutscher’s novel Der nasse Fisch (2007). Furthermore, acculturations and
displacements reveal the series as related with the Prussian Empire and the emerging Third Reich.
Instead of the Weimar Republic and Nazis we have terrorists, anarchists, drug dealers from Macedonia
(particularly inspirative is the fact that Yugoslavia at the time is called Columbia of Europe). The
white Russians and communists, secret societies, high ranked conspiracies, seedy clubs, (even the
paintings of Tamara de Lempicka hanging on the walls of the mysterious bank in Belgrade), crime
stories,and a police inspector who is involved into more than he ever wanted, belong to the same
setting. Lumpenproletarians’ and union workers` Berlin is reshaped into Belgrade that, on the Balkans
crossroad, hesitates between the image of the European metropolis and Ottoman kasaba.

Empires of the Mind: The Emergence of ‘Comparative’ and
‘World’ Literature as Imperial Structures
Ben Hutchinson
University of Kent

Ben Hutchinson is Professor of European Literature at the University of
Kent. A Philip Leverhulme Prize winner and Member of the Executive
Committee of the British Comparative Literature Association (BCLA), as
well as a regular contributor to journals including the TLS and the
Literary Review, he is the author of five monographs, including, most
recently, Comparative Literature: A Very Short Introduction (OUP, 2018)
and Lateness and Modern European Literature (OUP, 2016).
https://www.kent.ac.uk/secl/modern-languages/staff/hutchinson.html

Abstract
Comparative literature emerged as a discipline in the early nineteenth century, around the same time as
Goethe launched the term ‘world literature’. But what was the relationship between the two, and why
did they develop where and when they did? This brief lecture will consider the various reasons –
political, cultural, national, and international – behind the emergence of the two terms in the imperial
era, and their implications for how we practise the discipline(s) in the post-imperial age. If
‘compartmentalization’ has emerged as a challenge for Europe in the twenty-first century, it was
already present in the nineteenth-century tendency to assert supranational models of comparison in
national, imperialistic ways. Comparative literature, in short, began as competitive literature – and the
effects of this can still be felt today.

Post- and Future-Imperial Europe(s)
Theo D’haen
KU Leuven/University of Leuven
Theo D’haen is Professor Emeritus of English and
Comparative Literature at KU Leuven/University of
Leuven and Professor Emeritus of English and American
Literature at Leyden university. Erasmus Chair and
Fulbright Senior Scholar at Harvard, Guest Professor at the
Sorbonne, University of Vienna, Tsinghua University,
Shanghai Jiao Tong university, Chanjiang (Yangtze River)
Chair Professor at the University of Sichuan. Numerous
publications on postmodernism, postcolonialism and world
literature. Member, and Trustee, Academia Europea.

Abstract
In my contribution I will look at the implications of the foundering of long-standing European empires
and their substitution by what may be a newly emerging whole-European counterpart. I will refer to
novels by José Saramago (The Stone Raft), Antonio Lobo Antunés (The Return of the Caravels), John
Le Carré (A Legacy of Spies), Philip Kerr (Greeks Bearing Gifts), and Robert Menasse (Die
Hauptstadt).

Theater as “an Encounter”: Jerzy Grotowski’s Cosmopolitanism
Chengzhou He
Nanjing University, China

He, Chengzhou, PhD of Oslo University, is Yangtze River Chair Professor
of English and Drama, Dean of Nanjing University School of Arts, and
Foreign Member of Academia Europaea. His research areas include: modern
drama, performance studies, comparative literature, and critical theory. He
won the Ibsen Prize in 2002. His academic titles include: former President of
the International Ibsen Committee, Chairman of Jiangsu Comparative
Literature Association, Chinese Director of Nanjing-Brown Joint Program in
Gender Studies and Humanities. During 2013 to 2017, he was Chinese CoDirector of the Johns Hopkins University-Nanjing University Center for
Chinese and American Studies. He has published two monographs and over
ten edited books in Chinese and English, such as Henrik Ibsen and Modern
Chinese Drama (Oslo, 2004; Persian translation, 2016), Representation of the Other (Goettingen
University Press, 2009) and Performativity in Literature (co-edited with Eva Aurelius and Jon
Helgason, Stockholm, 2016). In addition to numerous Chinese articles he has published over 30
English articles in international academic journals and books.
https://www.ae-info.org/ae/Member/He_Chengzhou

Abstract
With his innovative concepts of theatre and performance, Jerzy Grotowsky (1933-1999), the Polish
theatre director, critically reflects on the historical and social conditions in the post-WWII Poland as
well as the central-and-eastern Europe. Grotowski’s theatre practice offered opportunities for him to
testify and enrich his performance theories, which were later positively reviewed and implemented by
theatre professionals worldwide. In the different stages of his career, namely, theatre of ritual, the
paratheatre, theatre of sources, realistic drama and theatre as a vehicle, Grotowski was open to
different theatrical traditions and concerned with the universal human condition across cultural
boundaries. His theories and practice in theatre/performance provide an interesting example about how
theatre is able to transcend ideological and cultural differences and connect peoples across borders.
Taking theatre as “an encounter,” Grotowski has transformed those learning from him and working
together with him, and at the same time he himself is transformed and becomes a cosmopolitan
director. This paper delves into his cosmopolitanism from three perspectives. First, aesthetically, the
making of his “poor theatre” takes place by blending different performance cultures, including some
Asian ones. Second, his theatrical representation of Auschwitz and other war traumas reflects his
ethical concern that transcends the political limitations. Third, the global transmission and reception of
Grotowski’s theatre reflects the universality of his art and thoughts. Grotowski’s journey both in his
life and in his art offers an example of cosmopolitanism as a process of becoming and its impact both
externally and internally.

